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Abstract: In this contribution, we present a narrowband radio channel model for a scenario wherein 
the radio link operates under near-ground conditions, occurring on a ZigBee wireless sensor 
networks applied to smart agriculture. A near-ground network deployment can be useful to avoid 
tall antenna masts, or once crops grow. Among the examined scenarios, we analyzed path loss 
caused when placing sensor nodes in soil, short and tall grass fields. We measured the received 
power when locating both transmitter and receiver antennas at two different heights. The path loss 
was then estimated as dependent of the radio link range. In another scenario, RSSI were obtained 
to analyze the communication quality between sensor nodes using same antennas heights as the 
previous scenarios, only for the case of a short grass field. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Network technology is based on collecting data from sensor nodes, which 
communicate between each other and between them and the gateway, which transmit the data 
through internet for storage, analysis and processing [1,2]. It has attracting applications in variety of 
fields as health care, machine surveillance and military uses [3]. In the past few years, the WSN has 
emerged into the research field of agriculture. It provides a feasible way for low-cost, high-efficiency, 
and high-productivity agriculture farming [4,5]. Some agriculture related parameters, such as soil 
temperature, soil moisture, CO2, PH value and soil nutrients, could be monitored and then controlled 
by wireless sensor networks [6]. However, when placing nodes near to the ground in agriculture 
fields, the transmitted signal experiences a high-level of attenuation due to the components of the 
field like grass and soil. Path loss caused by near-ground is explained in terms of Fresnel zones [7,8]. 
These losses are reason of bad communication between nodes, thus unsuccessful application since 
the success of the wireless sensor network applications highly depends on the reliable 
communication among the sensor nodes. This paper presents a developed channel model, which 
considers the path loss caused by agriculture fields found in the propagation link when a near ground 
radio communication occurs. Radio communication, using transmitter and receiver antennas 
working at 868MHz, 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz, has been implemented in soil, short and tall grass fields. 
We measured the received power at the receiver antenna at two different heights, 20cm and 40cm 
above ground. The path loss was then estimated as dependent of the radio link range. In another 
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scenario, we analyzed the communication quality between sensor nodes dedicated to smart 
agriculture, when placing them at the same two different antenna heights, but only for the case of a 
short grass field, by measuring the RSSI values. These nodes are working at 2.4GHz under ZigBee 
protocol. A comparison between path loss and RSSI results for different antennas heights has been 
completed. The results have been employed in a context aware environment based on WSN 
deployment and integration, applied in a Smart Agriculture use case. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Indoor Experiment on Near Ground Path Loss in Near Field  

The objective of this experiment is to investigate if the ground will cause path losses on a RF 
signal propagated in the line of sight between the transmitter and receiver antennas in near field 
(<1.5m) when changing height, by lowering both antennas from H =66.85cm to H =52.15cm, and 
then to H =31.95cm. Furthermore, we will see the difference in the path losses when using three 
different frequency ranges F =868MHz, F =2.4GHz and F =5.8GHz. In this experiment, a 
transmitted power of P =6dBm has been used. Path losses were obtained from the measured received 
powers using Friis equation (1), and compared to the proposed model using (2, 3). P  = P  + G  + G − P , (1)

where   	  are respectively the transmitted and the received power in dBm,    are 
respectively the transmitter and the receiver antennas gains in dBi. P = L if d < d , (2)P  = L  + L  if d ≥ d , (3)

where L  is the free space path loss, L  is the near-ground path loss in dBm and d  is the 
minimum distance for the existence of near-ground path loss. L  = 32.44 + 20 log (f × 10 ) + 20 log (d × 10 ), (4)

Here f is the transmitted signal frequency in Hz and d is the distance between the transmitter 
and the receiver in m. L  = -20 log ( √  + ), (5)

d = . , (6)

where respectively h  and 	h  are the heights of the transmitter and the receiver and λ is the 
wavelength of the transmitted wave [7]. 

2.2. Path loss in Agriculture Fields Experiments  

The purpose of this experiment is to observe the effect of soil, short and tall grass on the RF 
propagation in agriculture fields, by measuring the path loss exist due to both free space and ground 
while lowering the height of both transmitter and receiver antennas working at 868MHz, 2.5GHz and 
5.8GHz.  

The first step was to fix both transmitter and receiver on a height of H =0.4m from the ground. 
Measurements have been started with a separation distance of d =1m. The transmitter was kept 
stationary and the receiver was moved each time with 2m. At each receiver antenna position, the 
received power was measured by Rohde&Schwarz FSH6 100KHz-6GHz spectrum analyzer and FSH 
View. For 868MHz, a 2dBm transmitted power level provided by the Programmable 1GHz 
synthesizer HM 8133-2 has been used. However, for 2.5GHz and 5.8GHz, the transmitter was 
connected to Rohde&Schwarz 1GHz-40GHz signal generator providing 25dBm as transmitted power 
level so the RF communication can last for a longer distance.  
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The next step was to lower the height of both transmitter and receiver simultaneously to H =0.2m and apply the same procedure of the first step. After finishing with measurements, path loss 
was calculated using (1), and then (6) was used to estimate the break distance d  so the measured 
results can be compared with the proposed ones using (2, 3). 

2.3. RSSI Measurement Using Sensor Nodes Dedicated To Smart Agriculture 

In this experiment, we collected the Radio Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) data in a short grass 
field to study how radio signal behaves in near ground conditions by using Libelium nodes working 
at 2.4GHz ZigBee protocol. One node is intended for transmitting frames and the other one is for 
receiving and measuring the RSSI values. We changed as well the elevation of the nodes from the 
ground to observe the impact of the ground on the signal strength. Received signal strength indicator 
(RSSI) is a term used to describe a measurement of the power present in a received radio signal. RSSI 
is calculated at the radio chip on the base station and provides useful implication of wireless link 
quality [9]. To estimate the link quality between nodes in percentage from the RSSI values, formulas 
(7), (8) and (9) can be used. 

If RSSI ≥ −50dB then Quality = 100%, (7)

Else If RSSI ≤ −100dB then Quality = 0%, (8)

Else Quality(%) ≈ 2 × (RSSI(dB) + 100), (9)

At first, both nodes were fixed at a height where the elevation of the antenna is H =40cm from 
the ground with d =1m as separation distance between them. The transmitter node was kept 
stationary and the receiver node was moved each time with 2m. RSSI was measured at each position 
of the receiver. After that, we putted the nodes just on the ground so the elevation of the antennas 
from the ground is =20cm, and repeated the same procedure as the first one. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Indoor Experiment on Near Ground Path Loss in Near Field  

The measured data have been shown in Figure 1 and compared to the proposed model for the 
various frequency ranges. 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 1. Cont. 
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(c) 

Figure 1. ComParison of the proposed model with path loss measurement results at frequency range 
(a) F ; (b) F ; (c) F . 

After Figure 1, we can see that the ground has no effect on the RF propagation in this case for all 
the three heights we tried. The losses exist in the path are almost equal even when the height of the 
transmitter and the receiver has been lowered. These results were expected because the maximum 
distance between the antennas is smaller than the calculated break distance, which is the minimum 
distance for the existence of near-ground path loss, for all the three frequency ranges using (6), so 
more than 60% of Fresnel zone is clear from obstructions. Just in Figure 1a, we can observe that the 
losses applied on the path are a little bigger for H  because the break distance at that frequency in 
that height is close to the measured distance.  

3.2. Path Loss in Agriculture Fields Experiments  

The measured data in different experimented agriculture fields have been shown in Figure 2 and 
compared to the proposed model for the various frequency ranges. 
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Figure 2. Path loss in agriculture fields at (a) F ; (b) F ; (c) F . 
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From Figure 2, it is evident that path loss values are increasing with decrease in antennas height. 
After analyzing these figures, we can observe that the transmitted signal has experienced the highest 
level of attenuation in tall grass field due to the length of the grass and the existence of more leafs 
that is obstructing the line of sight between the transmitter and the receiver, especially at 5.8GHz, 
which showed a very poor performance not just in this field, but in all fields. As well, according to 
these figures, we can see that soil and short grass apply almost the same path loss on the transmitted 
signal in most cases. However, from Figure 2c, path loss caused by soil and short grass are similar at H , but at the height of H , the applied path loss by the soil on the transmitted signal are obviously 
higher than by short grass. Moreover, the communication between antennas in that case get lost at 
7m of distance between them, which is less comparing with when lowering the height of the antennas 
to H . In all figures, we can see that the difference between the proposed and measured path loss is 
increasing with the increase of the frequency range, but also due due to ground irregularities and 
possible presence of scattering objects in the vicinity of the measurements.  

Results have shown that 868MHz is typical for near ground nodes communications in 
agriculture fields, which is not a solution just for minimizing path losses, but also energy 
consumption, since the used transmitted power in case of 868MHz is 2dBm and 25dBm for 2.4GHz 
and 5.8GHz. 

3.3. RSSI Measurement Using Sensor Nodes Dedicated to Smart Agriculture 

RSSI values were collected to observe the impact of the short grass field on WSN near ground 
nodes. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3. Difference at H  and H  between (a) RSSI values; (b) link quality. 

From Figure 3a, it is clear that the height of the sensors from the ground can have a great effect 
on signal strength. It shows that the higher the position of the sensor from the ground, the stronger 
the signal strength which was expected through the experiments which have been done previously. 
Using (7), (8) and (9), we estimate the link quality between the waspmotes for both elevations from 
the RSSI measured values. 

From Figure 3b it is obvious that the link quality between the nodes is much better at H . At this 
height, the signal quality remains 100% until 29m. However, at H  the signal quality is decreasing 
from 5m. When the receiver node was placed 51m away from the transmitter, we can say that the 
signal quality is perfect at this distance for H  and not good for H . 
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